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(5 7)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a

connector which enables electrical conductivity

by assuring a contact between wiring patterns.

SOLUTION: Flexible printed boards 1 and 2, or

the flexible printed board and a pressure-contact

connection part thereof are covered with an

elastic pressing member 3 formed of elastic

material. The elastic pressing member 3 is

elastically deformed by the presence of keeping

members 4, 5 and 6 to generate pressing force in

the pressure-contact connection part. A pressing

surface is formed between the elastic pressing

member 3 and the pressure- contact connection

part elastically deformed by the generation of

the definite pressing force so as to uniformly

distribute weight therein.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2. **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3 . In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] It is the connector which has the elastic press member formed by the elastic

member assigned to flexible printed circuit boards or the pressure-welding connection

of a flexible printed circuit board and a printed circuit board, and the presser-foot

member which is made to carry out elastic deformation of said elastic press member,
and gives thrust to this pressure-welding connection, and is characterized by forming
said elastic press member so that a press side with said pressure-welding connection

which predetermined thrust was given and carried out elastic deformation may turn into

a uniform load side.

[Claim 2] Said elastic press member is a connector characterized by the press side being
formed by the point of an elastic press member body in claim 1 convex.

[Claim 3] Said elastic press member is a connector characterized by on the whole a
press side forming the heights of an arc configuration in claim 1 at the point of an
elastic press member body.

[Claim 4] It is the connector characterized by having formed the press side bordering on
the crevice where said elastic press member was prepared in the contact side in claims 1

or 2, and being formed so that one of press sides may become smaller than the width of
face into which the pressure-welding side of the divided press side was divided at least.

[Claim 5] It is the connector characterized by having formed the press side bordering on
the crevice where said elastic press member was prepared in the contact side in claims 1

or 2, and forming heights, such as R configuration, in the location corresponding to a

center section of the circuit pattern by which a pressure welding is carried out to one of
press sides mostly at least.

[Claim 6] It is the connector characterized by forming said elastic press member by the

rubber member in claims 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5.

[Claim 7] It is the connector which is the almost same magnitude as opening of the
cover-lay film of a flexible printed circuit board with which pressure-welding

connection of the press side of said elastic press member is made in claims 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

or 6, and is characterized by being formed in R configuration of a longitudinal direction

which makes a core top-most vertices mostly.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention is a connector used for electronic equipment,

such as a camera, and relates to the connector for connecting the circuit pattern of other

flexible printed circuit boards or a printed circuit board to two or more circuit patterns

of especially a flexible printed circuit board.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Conventionally, as an approach of connecting two or

more circuit patterns of a hard printed circuit board with flexible printed circuit boards
(it being described as Following FPC), or FPC, there is an approach linked to for

example making elastic members, such as silicone rubber, press, and it is shown in

drawing 7 as a conventional example. Drawing 7 is a sectional view showing the

condition when connecting the circuit pattern ofFPC.
[0003] In this drawing, the pressure plate with which in the body of a camera and 32 the

2nd FPC and 34 press connection rubber and, as for 35, the 1st FPC and 33 press [31]
connection rubber 34, and 36 are screws. Two or more circuit patterns 32-1 and 33-1 are

formed in the 1st FPC 32 and 2nd FPC33 which are arranged on the body 3 1 of a camera,

respectively. It is tidily arranged so that each circuit patterns may be connected. Besides,

the connection rubber 34 set as magnitude which covers completely the field where 33-

1 is connected with these circuit patterns 32-1 is arranged in the section. By putting the

pressure plate 35 set up so that this connection rubber 34 might be made to stop and
press, and drawing this pressure plate 35 in the body 3 1 of a camera on a screw 36,

connection rubber 34 is compressed and connects a circuit pattern.

[0004] Moreover, when making a circuit pattern 32-1 and 33-1 press, connection rubber

34 is pressed in respect of [ 34-1 ] a flat surface, as 33-1 is completely indicated to be a

circuit pattern 32-1 with a wrap to drawing 8 which is cross-section C-C
[0005] The crevice 34-2 which the flat-surface section is formed in connection rubber

34 to the field which presses circuit patterns since it is arranged so that the circuit

pattern 32-1 shown in drawing 8 and 33-1 may become the circuit pattern of this

pressure-welding section which became independent right and left from the center

section mostly and it may face each other, meets that center section by the circuit

pattern section, and is pushed is formed.

[0006]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, in the above-mentioned

conventional example, since it was used compressing the silicone rubber which is an

elastic body, there were the following faults.

[0007] Although it is necessary to manage the deformation used as the amount of



crushing of silicone rubber when contact pressure of each circuit pattern to connect
tends to be made into homogeneity and it is going to make the 1st flow through it

completely first By the repulsive force when pressing down because the distance from
the bis-stop section of 36 changes, and pressing down by the member 35 changing, and
pushing in respect of a flat surface, the repulsive force of silicone rubber is puffed up
and the contact pressure of a core and an edge changes, the core and edge of a circuit

pattern which were arranged by juxtaposition show to drawing 7 — bis— The defective

continuity of the circuit pattern which is going to make pressure-welding connection

occurs.

[0008] Moreover, when pressing down and compressing silicone rubber with the

pressure plate 35, this compressive force is that the pressure-welding side ofFPC will

become an ununiformity with a cover-lay film, adhesives, etc. if the contact pressure of
a circuit pattern core and an edge tends to change by escaping to the longitudinal

direction this force of whose is a direction which intersects perpendicularly, for example,
it is going to carry out the pressure welding ofFPC of three or more sheets with

connection rubber in addition to the force to the direction in which it is going to contact

circuit patterns, and it is easy to generate the defective continuity of a circuit pattern.

[0009] The purpose of invention concerning this application is to offer the connector
which can ensure contact of circuit patterns and can aim at an electric flow.

[0010]

[Means for Solving the Problem] The 1st configuration which realizes the purpose of
invention concerning this application Flexible printed circuit boards or the elastic press

member formed by the elastic member assigned to the pressure-welding connection of a

flexible printed circuit board and a printed circuit board, It has the presser-foot member
which is made to carry out elastic deformation of said elastic press member, and gives

thrust to this pressure-welding connection, and said elastic press member is in the

connector characterized by forming so that a press side with said pressure-welding

connection which predetermined thrust was given and carried out elastic deformation
may turn into a uniform load side.

[001 1] The 2nd configuration which realizes the purpose of invention concerning this

application has said elastic press member in the connector characterized by forming the

press side in the point of an elastic press member body convex in the 1st above-
mentioned configuration.

[0012] The 3rd configuration which realizes the purpose of invention concerning this

application has said elastic press member in the connector characterized by on the

whole a press side forming the heights of an arc configuration in the point of an elastic

press member body in the 1st above-mentioned configuration.

[0013] The 4th configuration which realizes the purpose of invention concerning this

application In the 1st or 2nd above-mentioned configuration said elastic press member
It is in the connector characterized by having formed the press side bordering on the
crevice established in the contact side, and being formed so that one of press sides may
become smaller than the width of face into which the pressure-welding side of the

divided press side was divided at least.

[0014] The 5th configuration which realizes the purpose of invention concerning this

application has said elastic press member in the connector characterized by to have
formed the press side bordering on the crevice established in the contact side, and to

form heights, such as R configuration, in the location corresponding to a center section



of the circuit pattern by which a pressure welding is carried out to one of press sides

mostly at least in the 1st or 2nd above-mentioned configuration.

[0015] The 6th configuration which realizes the purpose of invention concerning this

application has said elastic press member in the connector characterized by forming by
the rubber member in each above-mentioned configuration.

[0016] In each above-mentioned configuration, the press side of said elastic press

member is the almost same magnitude as opening of the cover-lay film of the flexible

printed circuit board by which pressure-welding connection is made, and the 7th

configuration which realizes the purpose of invention concerning this application has it

in the connector characterized by being formed in R configuration of a longitudinal

direction which makes a core top-most vertices mostly.

[0017] In the above-mentioned configuration, since a field which carries out point

contact is constituted by the contact section like a lobe, when the deformation press of
the connection rubber is carried out in a presser-foot member, and said point contact
side or lobe contacts a circuit pattern and exceeds a certain fixed deformation first, the

press side of the connection rubber as an elastic press member which pushes FPC or a
hard printed circuit board operates so that it may deform and the periphery of the
contact surface of this connection rubber may compress. Thereby, circuit patterns tend
to carry out point contact of the part which pushes a circuit pattern first, the certainty of
a flow improves and it is that it can be flowed through the push pressure of a presser-

foot member at least.

[0018] Moreover, the press side of the connection rubber as an elastic press member
which pushes FPC or a hard printed circuit board Since the core of the longitudinal

direction of connection rubber is made into top-most vertices and the Rth page is

formed Because it is near [ in which a press member is attached ] the bis-**** as an
edge is approached while a pressure is applied to a circuit pattern one by one from a

core when connection rubber is made to deform in a presser-foot member The pressure
of a presser-foot member increases, the force of a core and an edge can be balanced, it

becomes possible to push circuit patterns on homogeneity, and the certainty of a flow
improves.

[0019]

[Embodiment of the Invention]

(Gestalt of the 1st operation) From drawing 1
,
drawing 3 shows the gestalt of operation

of the 1st of this invention, and is **
. In these drawings, as for the 2nd FPC and 3, the

1st FPC and 2 are [ connection rubber and 4 ] the bodies of a camera, and 1 shows the

part in drawing. It is the screw on which 5 stops these components to a pressure plate,

and 6 stops them on the body of a camera.

[0020] The cover-lay films 1-2, such as a polyimide film from which the circuit pattern
1-1 of plurality [ FPC / 1st / FPC1 and 2nd FPC2 / top /, such as polyimide film, / base
film ] and 2-1 are formed, and protect these electrically and mechanically, and 2-2 are
formed on the circuit pattern.

[0021] The connection of the circuit pattern for connecting the 1st FPC1 and 2nd FPC2
electrically The connection of the circuit pattern for connecting with said cover-lay film
1-2 on 2-2 By forming the opening 1-3 of the cover-lay film of the almost same
magnitude as the part which serves as a connection on said cover-lay film 1-2 and 2-2,

and 2-3 The outcrop a circuit pattern 1-1 and for connection of 2-1 was formed, surface
treatment of nickel-Au has been performed to the front face, and an electric flow is



performed by the circuit pattern connection 1-4 and 2-4. This opening 1-3, the hole 1-5

which penetrates FPC near 2-3, and 2-5 are formed, and it engages with the positioning

shaft 4-1 prepared in two places of the body 4 of a camera, and is positioned on the

body 4 of a camera.

[0022] Moreover, the configuration of the connection rubber 3 arranged in the upper
part of these 1st FPC1 and 2nd FPC2 is a configuration as shown in drawing 2 . In

addition, drawing 2 is the side elevation of the connection rubber 3 seen from [ of

drawing 1 ] arrow-head A.

[0023] Corresponding to the arranged circuit pattern section by which pressure-welding

connection is made, a crevice 3-1 is formed in the core of connection rubber 3 so that it

may counter, and it is formed so that deformation of rubber itself may be made easy to

the two press sections 3-2 which were able to be distributed to right and left. This press

section 3-2 is the width of face LI of the flat-surface section 3-3 to the width of face L
which was able to be distributed. It is formed so that it may become the relation of
L>LL
[0024] Like drawing 2 , the formed connection rubber 3 is arranged in the upper part of
1st FPC1 and 2nd FPC2, and is pressed with a pressure plate 5. The hole 5-2 when
carrying out a bis-stop to the hole 5-1 and the body 4 of a camera which engage with the

positioning shaft 4-2 prepared in the body 4 of a camera is formed in the pressure plate

5. after carrying out engagement positioning of the hole 5-1 of a pressure plate 5 first at

the positioning shaft 4-2 of the body 4 of a camera — bis— 6 — the body 4 of a camera -

- bis— business — by carrying out a bis-stop to the self tap hole 4-3, the 1st FPC1 and
2nd FPC2 carry out pressure-welding junction by connection rubber 3, and an electric

flow can be aimed at.

[0025] Drawing 3 is drawing where said connection rubber 3 is pressing the circuit

pattern 1-1 of 1st FPC1 and 2nd FPC2, and 2-1. The exposed part of 2-4 connects

electrically the circuit pattern 1-1 in the 1st FPC1 and 2nd FPC2 connected, and 2-1

with the circuit pattern connection 1-4 in the cover-lay film 1-2, the opening 1-3 of 2-2,

and the opening field of 2-3.

[0026] At this time, 2nd FPC2 arranged in the bottom on the basis of the opening 1-3 of
a cover-lay film and the opening field of 2-3 is pressed down by connection rubber 3,

and is deforming into it. The field 3-3 which connection rubber 3 presses can push the

circuit patterns by which the level difference D by the cover-lay film of 1st FPC1 and
2nd FPC2 of 2-4 will interfere in silicone rubber 3 the very thing since a core is mostly
pushed on importance with the circuit pattern connection 1-4 smaller than the opening
1-3 of a cover-lay film, and the field of 2-3.

[0027] Thus, connection rubber 3 becomes connectable [ a more reliable connector ] by
making smaller than whole width of face the part which presses a circuit pattern, and
making the press by the deformation of connection rubber 3 transmit to a circuit pattern

connection completely by the thing of the circuit pattern connection 1-4 and 2-4 for

which a core is mostly pushed on importance.

[0028] (Gestalt of the 2nd operation) Drawing 4 shows the gestalt of operation of the

2nd of this invention. The gestalt of this operation shown in drawing 4 is the

modification of the configuration of the press section of connection rubber 1 1

.

[0029] The changed part of the configuration of the connection rubber 1 1 in drawing 4

is only a point of two fields which corresponded to the circuit pattern section arranged

so that it might counter, formed the crevice 11-1 in the core of connection rubber 11,



and were able to be distributed to right and left which forms the height 1 1-2 ofR
configuration in a core mostly. Other busy conditions and effectiveness are altogether

the same as the gestalt of the 1st operation. In addition, since the crevice formed in the

connection rubber of the gestalt of the 1 st operation and the gestalt of the 2nd operation

is the auxiliary section for deforming more smoothly, it is satisfactory even if it

constitutes connection rubber, without forming especially.

[0030] (Gestalt of the 3rd operation) Drawing 5 and drawing 6 show the gestalt of

operation of the 3rd of this invention.

[003 1] The side elevation which drawing 5 expressed the configuration of the

connection rubber of this invention best, and was seen from B ** on drawing 6 , and

drawing 6 are the perspective views when making pressure-welding connection ofFPC
using this connection rubber.

[0032] In drawing 5 , 21 is connection rubber and 22 is a pressure plate. Moreover, for

23, as for the 2nd FPC and 25, in drawing 6 , the 1st FPC and 24 are [ the body of a

camera and 26 ] screws.

[0033] The connection rubber 21 in the gestalt of this operation has R configuration of
the longitudinal direction of this connection rubber 21 which has a core in a center

section mostly on the press side of 21-1 which is the field which presses FPC and a

printed circuit board, as shown in drawing 5 . It is set up so that the thickness of the core

of connection rubber 21 and an edge may change by this. Next, in order to make
deformation of connection rubber 21 into homogeneity as much as possible, the

pressure plate 22 which presses down this connection rubber 21 is set up so that

connection rubber 21 may be covered, and it is set up so that deformation of connection

rubber 21 may be pressed down as much as possible with the wall 22-1 which presses

down a longitudinal direction, and the wall 22-2 which presses down the direction of a

short hand.

[0034] The condition when arranging on FPC the connection rubber 21 set up as

mentioned above, and making pressure-welding connection is explained referring to

drawing 6 .

[0035] Two or more circuit patterns 23-1 and 24-1 are formed in the 1st FPC23 and 2nd
FPC24, the cover-lay film which protects a circuit pattern is arranged in the upper part,

the circuit pattern is exposed by the opening 23-2 and 24-2, and an electric flow can be

aimed at by carrying out the pressure welding of both.

[0036] The EQC or connection rubber 21 which has the press side 21-1 ofR
configuration set as smaller magnitude is mostly arranged from the upper part with the

magnitude of the opening 23-2 of a cover-lay film, and opening of 24-2 formed at this

time. Moreover, the through hole 23-3 corresponding to the positioning shaft 25-1 and

the bis-stop hole 25-2 of the body 25 of a camera, 23-4, 24-3, and 24-4 are formed in

the 1st FPC23 and 2nd FPC24, respectively, it is positioned and a bis-stop is carried out

to the body 25 of a camera.

[0037] After arranging these FPC 23 and 24 and connection rubber 21, a pressure plate

22 is put so that these may be further covered from the bottom. The hole 22-3 formed so

that it might correspond also to this pressure plate 22 in the positioning shaft 25-1 and

the bis-hole 25-2 of the body 25 of a camera which carried out point **, and 22-4 are

formed.

[0038] By carrying out the bis-stop of the components which this locating hole 22-3 is

made to engage with the positioning shaft 25-1 of the body 25 of a camera, position,



and are applied to the pressure-welding section on a screw 26, the electrical installation

by pressure-welding connection becomes possible. When a bis-stop is carried out,

connection rubber 21 is set up so that the load of a core and an edge may become
homogeneity more.

[0039] By R configuration which changes the height of the core of connection rubber

and an edge as mentioned above being formed, and carrying out a bis-stop from both

ends, a load is applied to homogeneity and it becomes possible to raise the

dependability of an electric flow of a pressure-welding connection of it.

[0040]

[Effect of the Invention] As explained above, according to this invention, it is effective

in it becoming unnecessary for presser-foot members, such as a pressure plate which

presses down connection rubber, to also take especially deformation of connection

rubber into consideration, and being able to simplify it with a configuration with simple

elastic press members, such as connection rubber, while raising the dependability of a

pressure-welding connection.

[0041] Moreover, the core of the longitudinal direction of the press side of the

connection rubber as an elastic press member which makes pressure-welding connection

of FPC, or FPC and a printed circuit board is established for R configuration in top-

most vertices. By for example, the thing made to transform connection rubber in

presser-foot members, such as a pressure plate which carries out the bis-stop of the both

ends Since a press side is formed in respect of one while making the amount of loads to

FPC concerning the core and edge of connection rubber itself into homogeneity and

raising the dependability of a pressure-welding connection, it becomes possible to make
connection rubber from a simpler configuration.
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DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] The decomposition perspective view showing the gestalt of operation of

the 1st of the connector by this invention.

[Drawing 2] The side elevation of the connection rubber seen from A ** of drawing 1 .

[Drawing 3] The sectional view in the condition that the pressure welding ofFPC was
carried out by the connection rubber in which the gestalt of operation of the 1st of the

connector by this invention is shown.



[Drawing 4] Drawing showing the press side of the connection rubber concerning the

gestalt of operation of the 2nd of the connector by this invention.

[Drawing 5] Drawing showing the press side of the connection rubber concerning the

gestalt of operation of the 3rd of the connector by this invention.

[Drawing 6] The decomposition perspective view of the gestalt of operation of the 3rd

of the connector by this invention.

[Drawing 7] The sectional view of the conventional connector.

[Drawing 8] The C-C sectional view of drawing 7 .

[Description ofNotations]

1 The 1st FPC 2 - The 2nd FPC
3 — Connection rubber 4 — Body of a camera
5 -- Pressure plate 6 — Screw
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[Drawing 1]

[Drawing 3]

[Drawing 4]



[Drawing 7]
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